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Double Take
Keep an eye out for these first-time collaborators making their debuts this season.

BY CAROLINE BOURQUE

Wildwood x Cheryl Luckett 

Created in partnership with Wildwood, interior designer Cheryl Lucke!’s debut collection of furniture, lighting and 
accessories pulls from her Southern and African-American roots—showcasing a classic, formal aesthetic with  
an added bend toward rich textural elements like Kuba cloth, lace and pen shell. Lucke! traces her focus on textiles 
and upholstery back to a childhood spent surrounded by women who sewed and le# pa!ern books around for the 
budding designer to $ip through. “Anytime I’m designing, especially a product, it’s important for it to be a re$ection 
of who I am or where I create from,” says Lucke!. “%at’s also how I tend to create for my clients—in the same 
way that I dig into who they are when I’m pu!ing together a space for them, I use that process to create products.” 

RoomMates x Nikki Chu

Artist and interior designer Nikki Chu combined geometric forms and monochromatic details to create her  
&rst wallpaper collection in collaboration with RoomMates, York Wallcovering’s peel- and-stick division. In line 
with Chu’s “modern globalism” aesthetic, the designer used her experience visiting places like Africa, Bali,  
India, East Asia and the Caribbean to in$uence her creations. 

Alden Parkes x Jacob Lukas 

“Palladio meets Palm Beach” was the guiding principle for  
the Worth Avenue Collection—a furnishings line from Kurt 
Miller and Lukas Mack of Jacob Lukas Design for Alden  
Parkes. Made in Italy, the pieces nod to their place of origin 
with clean lines, muted gold accents, rich &nishes and  
custom hardware, while also showcasing classic Greco-Roman 
architectural elements like $uted details and column-like 
structures. “Collectively, we agreed that every piece must not 
only be sculpture in itself but have storage capabilities and  
a functional purpose,” says Miller. 

Chelsea House x Kristi Nelson

Interior designer Kristi Nelson has joined forces with Chelsea 
House for her debut collection of travel-inspired furniture, 
lighting, accessories and mirrors. %e assortment is organized 
into four globally inspired design themes: contemporary 
neoclassical, art deco, gro!o and nature’s inspiration. Sketching 
out the collection, the designer let her imagination run wild 
through memories of her travels through the U.K., France and 
Italy, along with her former home in Los Angeles and her 
new home in the Blue Ridge mountains of North Carolina.  
“In my professional life, drawing is always with intent for  
my client, so there are boundaries and objectives that drive it.” 
says Nelson. “Creating for this line was a joy because I could 
just let myself go, with no boundaries or predetermined 
outcomes. %e ideas came, and I drew them as they came.” 



Nathan Anthony x Sahara Novotna  

When Nathan Anthony creative director Tina Nicole went 
looking for a collaborator well versed in a variety of mediums to 
help her explore new materials for upholstery, she found the 
perfect partner in multimedia artist Sahara Novotna. %e 
resulting Alais Collection combines the best of each designer’s 
knowledge: Nicole designed the upholstery frames, established 
the scale of the ball feet and selected the fabric covers, while 
Novotna cra#ed the 8-inch spheres from resin using a process 
she developed herself. “Today, the savvy interior designer 
knows they deliver value by specifying furnishings and decor 
items that their clients won’t discover on their own,” says 
Nicole. “We are creating these products for them. It’s more  
than furniture; we’re giving them a story to tell.”
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Universal x Erinn Valencich 

Los Angeles–based interior and product designer Erinn Valencich has partnered with Universal Furniture  
for a furnishings collection drawn from modern European, Japanese and Californian in$uences. %e 45-piece 
assortment exhibits clean lines and sculptural forms in a variety of &nishes and materials, including dark  
walnut, white lacquer, silver leaf and black chrome. Surprising details can be found in unexpected places, such as 
inside a leg or underneath a table top. “I really love to design pieces that I dub ‘modern classics’—something  
that can be used in a traditional home to give it a li!le bit more of a modern $air, or go into a more contemporary 
home to warm it up with a lot of texture and streamlined details,” says Valencich. 

EtúHome x Bria Hammel

Teaming up with EtúHome, designer Bria Hammel has tapped the brand’s sustainably sourced materials and 
European artisans for a collection of dual-function wood, glass and ceramic kitchen accessories in a neutral 
pale!e of gray, cream and natural tones. Highlights include a semi-oval wooden serving board marked with a strip 
of contrasting timber, handthrown stacking bowls and a wooden pinch-pot tray designed to be placed within 
arm’s length of the cook. Hammel jumped into the creative process by imagining her new creations at home in a 
French outdoor kitchen. “Whether you’re cooking in your kitchen with the fresh air blowing through your 
windows or se!ing up an al fresco dining table, we wanted to take those light, organic details we love about the 
spring and summer seasons but give them that classic, French aesthetic we’re endlessly inspired by,” she says. 

Visual Comfort x Paloma Contreras 

For Visual Comfort, interior designer Paloma Contreras li#ed 
details from her travels in Paris for the creation of her debut 
lighting collection, which includes chandeliers, pendants, wall 
sconces, and table and $oor lamps. “It was important for there  
to be a sense of versatility as well as impeccable a!ention to  
the details,” says Contreras. “%e pieces in the collection are 
deceptively simple, with clean-lined silhoue!es, but the  
details are truly next level.” 


